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can not share context information because each one uses a
different structure, leading to information silos. This has
hindered interoperability and the realisation of even more
powerful IoT and M2M scenarios.
Context information is an enabler for further data analysis, potentially exploring the integration of an increasing
number of information sources. The common definitions
of context information [8], [9] are so broad that any data
related to an entity can be considered context information.
These definitions also do not provide any insight about
the structure of context information. Currently there is no
uniform way to share/understand vast amounts of IoT/
M2M data. It is unlikely that in the future a context
representation standard will be widely adopted. First, the
diversity of context representations, each one of them was
designed for a specific usage and/or data types. Second, a
widely adopted context representation does not completely
solve the issue of knowledge extraction. Due to the vast
amount of data it is extremely difficult to define a priori
I. Introduction
all the relations between information sources, patterns, and
Over the last years the Internet of Things (IoT) [1] even possible optimizations.
has gained significant attention from both industry and
Another important issue is the need for a new way to
academia. IoT has made it possible for everyday devices manage, store and process such diverse machine data: unto acquire and store contextual data, in order to use constrained, without limiting structures and with minimal
it at a later stage. This allows devices to share data human interaction. With this in mind we proposed a data
with one another, and even services on the Internet in organization model optimized for unstructured data [4],
order to cooperate and accomplish a given objective. A [10] that organizes context data based on semantic and
cornerstone to this connectivity landscape is machine-to- stream similarity. Our model uses tailored features and
machine (M2M) [2]. M2M generally refers to information unsupervised learning algorithms to automatically organize
and communication technologies able to measure, deliver, data.
digest and react upon information autonomously, i.e. with
In this paper we propose a stream model tailored
none or minimal human interaction.
specifically for stream similarity and to tackle the issue of
Context-awareness is an intrinsic property of IoT and propagating classification tags. We propose a generative
M2M scenarios [3]. Context-aware communications and model for stream characterization, that can be either used
computing have played a critical role in understanding for stream similarity or generation. The objective is to use
sensor data. As discussed in [4] an entity’s context can be the previously mentioned model to organize sensor streams
used to provide added value: improve efficiency, optimize based on their patterns and improve the efficiency of our
resources and detect anomalies. However, recent projects context representation model.
follow a vertical approach [5]–[7], devices/manufacturers
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
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Section II we discuss semantic similarity and present the
most relevant methods. We discuss our generative model
for stream characterization in Section III. The results of
our evaluation are in Section IV. Finally, the discussion
and conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. Background and Related Work
Context information is an enabler for further data analysis, potentially exploring the integration of an increasing
number of information sources. As previously mentioned,
common definitions of context information [8], [9], [11] do
not provide any insight about its structure. In fact, each
device can share context information with a different structure. For example, sensory and location information can be
used to characterize an entity context, yet the two can have
different structures. One important objective of context
representation is to standardize the process of sharing and
understanding context information. However, nowadays
no widely accepted context representation scheme exists;
instead there are several approaches to deal with context
information. These can be divided into three categories:
i) adopt/create a new context representation, ii) normalize
the storing process through ontologies, iii) accept the
diversity of context representations.
In [12] the authors analize two different projects related
with context-awareness. One of the projects uses a single
context representation scheme. The authors concluded that
using a single context representation limits the relations
that exist between all the data sources. As a consequence it
becomes increasily difficult to detect and react to complex
events. Furthermore, it limits the quantity of data that can
be shared with other projects.
The second possibility would be employing ontologies
to normalize the organization process. Each context representation is mapped into the internal data model through
an ontology [13]. This type of platform supports several
context representations, yet it is necessary to define a new
ontology (mapping) for each new representation. Defining
a new ontology is a tedious task that requires human
intervention. Due to the diversity and scale associated with
IoT/M2M scenarios it is extremely difficult to maintain
this strategy. As an example, we can consider the lexical
database WordNet [14]. WordNet is a manually-created
hierarchical network of nodes (taxonomy), that due to
funding and staffing issues is no longer accepting comments
and suggestions1 . It is extremely difficult to maintaining
large databases of relations (of any type) if they depend
on human input.
As an alternative, we accepted the diversity of context
representation as a consequence of economic pressures, and
devised a bottom-up model [4], [10], [15] to organize context
information without enforcing a specific representation.
Our organization model is divided into four main parts, as
depicted in Figure 1.
1 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/

Fig. 1: Context organization model based on semantic and
stream similarity.

The first two represent the structured component of
our model and account for the source ID and fixed ddimensions respectively. These d-dimensions allow human
users to select information based on time, location or even
other dimensions, and can be understood as an OLAP
cube helping in the process of filtering information. The
remaining parts of our model extract information from the
content itself and organize it based on semantic and stream
similarity. Our work on semantic similarity can be found in
the following publications [4], [10]. The first steps towards
a stream similarity model are given in this paper.
While there are several academic works based on stream
prediction and mining [16], the same can not be said
about stream similarity. Most methods are based on longest
common sub-sequence algorithm [17], [18]. However, these
methods are not ideal for IoT/M2M data for two main
reasons. First, data acquired from IoT devices tend to
be noisy, can be shifted in time and have different scales.
Second, the vast number of IoT devices imply that there are
several streams for the same phenomenon. Our objective
is to learn a representation of the phenomenon, combining
all the streams in a single model. Due to these reasons we
devised our own generative model.
III. Generative model for stream
characterization
Before discussing the inner works of our stream characterization model, let us discuss its origin. With the advent
of IoT/M2M devices, context-aware platforms require novel
organizational models, learning algorithms and proper
testing. However, it is rather difficult to evaluate the
accuracy of these systems when the environment is as
dynamic and vast as the IoT/M2M environment. In order
to properly test these platforms we require a controlled
environment, in this context we require tools to control
the input data.
There are some possibilities, one of the most common
ones is to use several datasets gathered from actual sensors.
Gathering, pre-processing, classifying and maintaining
these datasets requires human intervention and are timeconsuming. Furthermore, in order to guarantee that the
tests cover all (almost) the possible inputs, large amounts
of data are required. One alternative to this, is developing

a model that captures the information about a determined
phenomenon and is able to generate several phenomena
that are statistically similar. This was the drive to develop
our stream characterization model. Apart from stream
generation, our model structure makes it ideal to develop
similarity metrics. We intend to explore the full capabilities of this model, as a tailored feature for IoT/M2M
organization, in future publications.
This section will address two different but related ideas.
First, we will present our generative model for stream
characterization based on Markov Chains and detail its
inner workings. Second, we will elaborate on a stream
generator which uses this previously mentioned model.
A. Stream Characterization
Our approach is to model a stream’s behaviour using a
first order Markov Chain. Considering a perfect scenario
where there are no noise or errors, most events would thus
happen in a very predictable manner (i.e. without major
variances). We could formulate our model as Equation 1,
by knowing how probable it is for, at a given time instant
xi−1 with a value of yj , a stream at the time xi has a value
of yk . In other words, the probability of having value yk
at a time instant xi knowing its immediate predecessor.
Pi (yk |yj )

(1)

For the remainder of this paper we will call the succession
of a value to the one following it (along the x axis) a jump
or transition.
We could then argue that using the method above and
knowing all the probabilities of all the jumps along the
period of the event, we could represent it with quite high
confidence. For the sake of argument, consider that we had
at our disposal such a probability function as expressed
above, and we were given a sequence of values representing
an event. We would like to compute the similarity (S)
between the sequence of values and the probability function.
This can be achieved by verifying all the values of Pi
for all transitions within a sequence’s period, and either
averaging them or using some other statistical indicator
to get a representative, normalized value of the overall
resulting probabilities (see Equation 2, where n represents
the number of samples in the stream).
n

S=

1X
Pi
n i=1

(2)

The probability function assigns high or low values to each
jump of the sequence based on how well it relates to the
events expressed by the probability function itself. If the
sequence’s values were off the event’s, then the overall
probability would be low. On the other hand if it was high,
then we could be confident that this sequence is similar to
the event represented by the function.
The problem arises as we notice that this perfect scenario
is not possible in practical cases, and thus if we intend to
use such a function as the one described above to represent

a stream, we need to overcome three issues and make a
few changes to its definition:
1) Streams representing the same events more commonly
than not vary widely, for several reasons, such as noise,
location, time of day, etc.
2) It is impractical, due to time and space constraints,
to have a function mapping every set of points
((xi , yj ), (xi+1 , yk )) that might appear in a stream;
3) Along the lines of the previous item, it is not reasonable to consider the continuous and/or infinite
domain associated with most events (which would
imply considering infinite values).
Our proposal solves these issues by overlaying a gridlike structure over the different values a stream takes
along its period, effectively turning each (xi , yj ) in the
preceding discussion into a gap (as depicted in Figure 2).
This gap gives rise to two other values that are now to be
considered, ∆x and ∆y, each representing the resolution
of their corresponding axis.
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Fig. 2: Structure proposed to model stream information.
A grid is overlayed over the streams, in order to build a
matrix like structure where each slot contains a probability
vector, an histogram of values, and other relevant statistical
values (currently the mean and standard deviation of the
values inside the slot).
Issue 1 can be solved by overlaying multiple streams
representing a same event, and computing the probabilities
that arise from their transitions. Issues 2 and partially 3
are solved by now considering jumps’ areas instead of single
values, in a sense discretizing both a stream’s domain and
codomain. By the law of large numbers and assuming that
those streams do follow a pattern (even if with noise and/
or erratic behaviour), one can be sure that eventually the
probabilities will converge. Issue 3 can be further improved
in the case of periodic streams. Given that most real
scenarios are periodic to some extent, this assumption
can be made without major disadvantages. Even if the
sensor data has some seasonality property, we can generate
a model based on the last k periods, or generating a stream
model for each seasonality period. Furthermore, the period
of a phenomenon can help to slip a stream according to its
period and using it as the domain of the grid, it is possible
to work even with infinite domains. Each stream’s period
is taken as a 1-period stream by itself.

This way we are capable of characterizing the underlying
behaviour of some event, based on the behavioural patterns
of some related streams. We say this method is Markov
chains’ based since it assumes that there is little to no
knowledge lost by only considering direct transitions along
the x axis. This means that we do not use all the previous
values a stream took before a given xi when computing
the probability of being in some other area in the time slot
following (with xi+1 ≡ xi + ∆x). This is done to minimize
the computational complexity that would arise from doing
so.
The representation mentioned above can still have a
problem: the notion of “area” itself. If it is too wide or too
narrow, the model fails to capture the relevant pattern of
the event. If any of ∆x or ∆y are too broad, information
about the event will be lost. On the other hand, if these
values are too narrow, the computation’s complexity of
the probabilities will start to degrade. Even worse, it can
make the whole representation too specific (resulting in
overfitting).
In order to minimize this issue we propose to keep
the following values associated to each slot, as shown in
Figure 2:
Probability vector This is the function which makes
possible representing the nature of the stream using
probabilities. Each Pi maps to the probability of
jumping to the yi following along the x axis (the
transition).
Histogram of values Each slot maintains a histogram
of values, allowing the model to identify which values
are more commonly found within that slot. In a sense
this adds another dimension to the model.
Other statistical values Other statistical values may be
kept for further improvements. For example, keeping
the average and the standard deviation of the values
within the slot. They are both cheap computationally
wise and may be of significance when evaluating how
well a given point fits within the slot.
B. Stream Generation

Fig. 3: Depiction of the generation process. 1) at each gap,
generate a random value that represents the transition
probability; 2) use the transition matrix to identify the
next gap; 3) at the destination gap, generate a new value
(based on the gap histogram).

the errors between itself and the set of streams given as
examples. This constituted an opportunity to test our
proposed representation. The internal structure of the
generator is, thus, a matrix of slots, each with the values
as described in Section III-A. This matrix is built for each
type of pattern we want to learn, from a set of streams
representative of the pattern (e.g. temperature or humidity).
After having the matrix built, we can traverse it (along
its x axis) to generate streams similar to the underlying
pattern of the ones which were previously presented (as
depicted in item 3).
Preliminary tests show the good capability of the generator to learn the most relevant motifs of the streams
and be capable of generating realistic streams from the
representation built. This is further discussed in Section IV.

Apart from stream characterization and similarity estiIV. Performance evaluation
mation, our model can also be used to generate streams.
This section will present our current results, explaining
Context-aware platforms, in fact any platform that deals
with context information (IoT/M2M data included), bene- some algorithms developed and making a few considerations
fits from a realistic stream generator. As these platforms about them. First, we will deal with our generator and its
become smarter it becomes imperative to validate and capability to generate reasonable streams. Afterwards, we
evaluate the platform in a controlled environment. In will present our current results regarding period finding.
our specific case, initial work demanded the use of large
datasets to carry on tests and to evaluate the capability A. Generator
The generation process is carried by iterating over
of representation of our organization model. This lead to
the development of a stream generator general enough to each column of the matrix representing the event being
be used in a wide class of streams. We want to use it to considered. The initial row the algorithm occupies is given
easily build synthetic datasets from real ones we had, but as a parameter.
which were not as big as needed.
At each column, the algorithm generates a random value
Such generator would have to output plausible streams, given the probabilities held in the histogram of the slot.
and not just a stream which would for instance minimize Then, the algorithm computes the next row which will

TABLE I: MSE values computed for the streams generated.

Temperature
Humidity
Light

Mean

Real
Median

Stdev

10.5
51.4
217360

9.3
37.3
175633

3.9
27.9
100361

Generated
Median

Stdev

9.3
49.1
222265

3.0
11.8
39933

Mean

We find it relevant to say that the transitions between
periods are smooth and that, without the colouring to
tell them apart, the transition points would probably be
unnoticeable. This property will become rather important
when considering time shifts in a similarity metric.
B. Period Finding

In order to automate the usage of the generator (and
later the similarity component), we have developed a
module for automatic period detection. It works by first
computing a periodogram of a stream, and selecting
the k strongest frequencies from it — commonly named
candidate frequencies. Then, for each of these candidates,
be occupied (for the iteration following), by generating
an autocorrelation factor (ACF) with lag of the inverse of
a random value and comparing it with the transition
the frequency (the period) is computed. The period which
probabilities from the Markov chain it holds.
gives the best ACF is selected.
1) Single Period: We worked with three kinds of natural
Since the sample points of a stream may not be equally
phenomena: environment temperature, humidity and light spaced, we drop portions of the stream that do not
intensity. Each set was composed of approximately one meet a minimum percentage of points given the period
hundred streams.
being considered. Furthermore, we linearly interpolate the
During development, we worked with environment tem- stream in order to get equal spacing between samples
perature only. With this in mind our goal was to extend (which is import for the autocorrelation, otherwise the
our results by including different streams, and ensuring point-wise operations are not matched), and evaluate the
that our methods would still hold.
linear-interpolation every 2∆t, where ∆t is the mean time
Since we have not yet finished a similarity metric for our differences along each original sample. Initially we did
stream characterization model, we will use MSE (mean- not use interpolation, making the autocorrelation fail due
square error) and visual representations to evaluate the to the mismatch between samples’ spacing. With linear
performance of our model. This evaluation was carried by interpolation the problem was solved. Despite this, we are
k-cross validation, and is displayed at Table I. We obtained still evaluating other methods to improve period detection
these values by selecting one real stream and comparing on data streams.
it with all the others, and doing the same for a generated
To validate the period detection method we used three
stream (and picking with different streams). We would sets of streams (akin to the generator method): environment
like to highlight that the differences between the real and temperature, humidity and light intensity.
generated results are not too far away.
We expected a periodicity of approximately 1 day
Meanwhile, Figure 4 enables a more visual evaluation of (±86400 s) for them, which is further suggested by visual
our results, plotting real vs generated streams.
inspection of the plots of the streams we used.
We would like to highlight that not only are the curves
Figure 6 shows three histograms, each depicting the
similar, but the standard deviation at each point is also computed periods over approximately fifty streams of the
approximate. This suggests that our model does not seem respective phenomena.
to be over fitting — the set of learning curves was composed
Although including some outliers, we highlight that the
of heterogeneous samples, which is indeed propagated to maximums of each plot stand well above the rest of the
the generated streams.
values and are indeed close (within a 5% margin) to the
The MSE values also validate that our generated curves expected 1 day period.
are not too far off the real ones. Even regarding “Light”,
V. Discussion and Conclusions
which scored a much bigger MSE than the other sets, our
model agrees with the results from real streams.
The number of sensing devices is increasing at a steady
2) Multiple Periods: Our model also supports the gener- step. Each one of them generates massive amounts of
ation of multiple continuum periods. We modelled this information. However, each device/manufactures shares
behaviour by computing the probabilities of wrapping context information with different structure, hindering
around the matrix representation (i.e. going from the last interoperability in IoT/M2M scenarios.
column to the first).
We tackled this issue by developing an organization
This way, with the same Markov simplification made model agnostic to context representation. Our organization
throughout the document, we gave the model the knowledge model uses tailored features to automatically organize data
to generate continuous stream (in a true infinite stream and improve its accuracy. By using our generative stream
scenario). We have called this the “continuum” mode, which model as a tailored feature to describe stream patterns
Figure 5 presents a plot of.
we believe that our organization model will be further
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improved. It is worthwhile to mention that there are several
academic works based on stream prediction and mining [16],
but the same cannot be said about stream similarity and
stream characterization. Further work needs to be done to
assert some ideas expressed in this paper, but our stream
characterization model appears to be a viable option.

We are currently devising a similarity metric to estimate
the similarity between a stream and our model. After, the
proposed stream characteziarion model will be used in our
context organization model as a tailored feature. This allow
us to organize data based not only on semantic features
[10], but also on stream patterns. It is our belief that

the integration of our fast labelling method with existing
classification techniques will make organization across large
stream-bases both possible, efficient and accurate. Our
algorithm will serve as a strong filter, trimming the search
space so that other techniques can proceed. For example,
IoT/M2M platforms can use machine learning techniques
over our context organization model to provide smart and
proactive services, high level inference, amongst others.
There is room to further improve our stream characterization model. Specially to cope with the variability
associated with IoT/M2M scenarios. Some questions which
are yet to be answered include: Is scale (along the y axis)
important? If yes, in which cases and how to work with
it? How to cope with time and location differences across
the different sensors? We will continue our research on
these topics and hopefully answer these questions in future
publications.
Meanwhile, the ability to generate streams resembling a
given set of learning ones, can be useful in many situations.
For instance, to generate large synthetic datasets where
otherwise there is no specific generator available. Our
general purpose generator has another big advantage, since
it improves the repeatability and validity of IoT/M2M
and context-aware platforms. Currently these platforms
use advanced machine learning algorithms to improve and
optimize several processes. Having the ability to test them
for a long time in a controlled environment is extremely
important.
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